GENERAL LICENSES (TREASURY)
No. 1 and 1A, 41; No. 2, 411; No. 4, 41; No. 11, 27, 39; No. 17, 31; No. 25, 43; No. 27, 41; No. 28, 39, 50; No. 29, 43; No. 50 and 30A, 41; No. 32 and 32A, 41, 59; No. 33, 41; No. 42, 6, 38, 50; No. 45, 27; No. 48, 27; No. 49, 40; No. 50, 40; No. 52, 40; No. 53, 11, 9, 36; No. 58, 40; No. 68, 38; No. 70, 40; No. 72 and 72A, 55; No. 76, 241; No. 78, 241; No. 86, 41; No. 87, 43.

GENERAL ORDERS (ALIEN PROPERTY CUSTODIAN)
No. 1, 219; No. 2, 89; No. 3, 1; No. 4, 33; No. 5, 19; No. 8, 5; No. 10, 15; No. 11, 32; No. 12, 55; No. 13, 55; No. 20, 86; No. 26, 14, 68, 69, 87.

GENERAL RULINGS (TREASURY)
No. 3, 421; No. 4, 34, 38; No. 5 and 5A, 10, 42, 44; No. 6 and 6A, 9, 43, 44; No. 10, 43; No. 11, 41, 58, 59; No. 12 and 12A, 39, 44, 45, 46, 49, 65; No. 17, 9, 41.

INTERNATIONAL LAW
explorations in public international law bearing on confiscation, seizure and return of enemy private property, 152 ff., 166 ff.

"INVIOLABILITY" OF ENEMY PROPERTY (see also CONFINEMENT)
background: treaty of 1799 with Prussia, 166; comparison with Versailles Treaty, 167; shifting back and forth of international law viewpoints, 168 ff.; relation of nature of international law and practice, 169; wartime administration of enemy property vs. disposition, 171; Americanization and use, 172 ff.; pro's and con's of retaining enemy private property, 174 ff.; distinctions in enemy property, 176; dictates of self-interest, 176; certain financial and economic considerations, 177 ff.; actual consequences of return of properties, 180 ff.; futility of return of certain enemy properties, 180 ff.; confiscation is not the issue, 181.

"NATIONALS" SUBJECT TO CONTROLS
comparisons, various countries, 6 ff.; loyalty test, 7-8; definition, in U. S. controls, 33, 63, 137; determination, 89, 146.

PATENTS
original Treasury jurisdiction, 55; authority of Alien Property Custodian, 93; comparison with World War I, 93; program for promoting use of patents, 94; disposition of seized interests in patents, 96 ff.; non-exclusive licensing, 96 ff.; royalty policy, 97; duration of license, 99; assurances of license, 100; patents licensed or assigned prior to vesting, 101 ff.; patent contracts, 102; provisions of contracts, 103; abrogating restrictive provisions, 104; administration of patent contracts, 104; patents held by vested corporations, 105; statistical analysis of Custodian's patent holdings, 107; ultimate disposition, 108; transfer of patents by car-